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Abstract 
This paper aims to study the dynamics of power among Afghans on 
the basis of religion and ethnicity in post-Taliban era until 2011. The 
post-Taliban era brought opportunities for the ethnic minorities to 
assert their power in national affairs. This study argues that the post-
Taliban era was a beginning of non-Pashtun authority who 
successfully gained major positions in the civilian and military 
institutions. The Karzai government remained less effective in 
integrating the Pashtun majority into the main stream politics of 
Afghanistan. Moreover, the Pashtuns were marginalised 
proportionately in the Afghan National Security Forces (ANSF) both 
in its officers and in rack and file. This study also analyses state-
building efforts (i.e. establishing a highly centralised government and 
democratising the country) made in Afghanistan under Karzai 
government by the direction of Bush Administration. We shall 
examine the extent to which these efforts remained successful in 
creating peace and harmony in Afghanistan. 
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Introduction and Historical Background  

The authority patterns, in a wider context, did not 
considerably change even after the collapse of the Taliban 
regime, because the opposition of the Taliban was also 
consisted of the religious class and war-lords. However, a 
decisive difference in authority is observed on the basis of 
ethnicity. The post-Taliban era is considered the beginning of 
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the rule of marginal ethnic groups. The US and NATO 
successfully carried out the “Operation Enduring Freedom” 
with the assistance of Northern Alliance (NA) which was 
mainly composed of the religious leadership and war-lords of 
non-Pashtuns. The official head of the NA was ousted president 
Burhanuddin Rabbani. There were three main groups in the 
Alliance: Tajik of Jamat-e-slami led by Massoud’s successor 
General Mohammad Qasim Fahim Khan, Uzbek of Junbish-e-
Milli Islami led by Geneal Abdul Rashid Dostum, and Hazara 
Shias of Hizb-e-Wahdat led by Karim Khalili and Mohaqiq. It 
is noteworthy that the anti-Taliban Pashtun leader Gulbuddin   
Hekmatyar’s Hizb Islami opposed the foreign intervention in 
the country and fought against the alliance.1 

The leaders of the NA were basically the Islamists who 
could not succeed to unite the country and restore its peace and 
security during their regime in 1990s. In the new scenario, 
these groups of minority ethnics attempted to emerge as an 
alternative authority of the Pashtun Taliban. The Bush 
Administration extended its financial and military support to 
the Northern Alliance and its 15,000 Tajik and Uzbek troops. 
Lucy M. Edwards notes: “prior to September 11, the Northern 
Alliance supply was an almost spent force..... Yet only one year 
later, in November 2001, when the US led coalition bombed the 
front line between the two sides, the Northern Alliance was 
able to take Kabul, the key power ministries and, for a short 
time, the country.”2 The Tajik successfully gathered influential 
positions in the post-Taliban rule. The Tajik triumvirate of 
General Muhammad Fahim (Tajik), Abdullah Abdullah (half 
Tajik and half Pashtun) and Yunis Qanuni (Tajik) emerged as a 
powerful icon in the Afghan politics.3  

                                                            
1 “Afghanistan’s Northern Alliance”, BBC, 19 September 2001, 
http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/1552994.stm accessed on 10/09/2011. 
2 Edwards, Morgan Lucy, The Afghanistan Solution, (London: Bactria Press, 
2011), p. 4. 
3 General Fahim served as Vice President of Afghanistan from June 2002 
until December 2004 and from November 2009 until his death in March 
2014. He had been Defence Minister in 2002-2004. Abdullah Abdullah 
served as Foreign Minister from October 2001 to April, 2005, and Yunis 
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The Bonn Agreement in November 2001 was the earliest event 
when the NA effectively asserted its authority and gained more 
share in the rule than its genuine size. Apart from the NA, the 
other prominent group was the representative of Zahir Shah 
known as Rome Group. The Bonn group was mainly consisted 
of the Pashtuns but Zahir Shah was basically representative of 
all Afghans rather than only Pashtuns. Although there is not 
any accurate figure of Afghan population but it is agreed that 
the Pashtun constitute largest plurality almost 40 to 50 per cent 
of the total population.4 All political actors were invited in 
Bonn. However, the Pashtuns remained less presented. Barfield 
notes that “the Taliban were excluded from the talks, and 
because of their previous ties to the Taliban, the Pashtuns had 
poorer representation than they would have normally 
expected.”5  

                                                                                                                              
Qanooni served as Interior Minister in Interim Government and Education 
Minister in Transitional Government of 2002-2004.        
4 https://www.cia.gov/library/publications/the-world-factbook/geos/af.html 
(see table 3). accessed on 11/08/2011.); Post-Taliban Afghanistan: Patterns 
of Power” Strategic Comments, International Institute of Strategic Studies 
(IISS), Volume 7, Issue, 10, 2001) accessed on: 
http://www.iiss.org/publications/strategic-comments/past-issues/volume-7-
2001/volume-7---issue-10/post-taliban-afghanistan/  
Note: M.K. Bhadrakumar, an Indian analyst, notes that “the single most 
contradiction in the Afghan situation is the inability to evolve a credible 
vehicle for Pashtun aspirations even though there is the recognition that 
without their lead role political stability will remain elusive. Last available 
records of Soviet-era census figures show the Pashtuns as constituting 
around 65 per cent of the population, followed by Tajiks (14 per cent), 
Hazaras (8 per cent) and Uzbeks (4 per cent). Yet, the calculus of power in 
Kabul put in place by the Americans following the overthrow of the Taliban 
Government has the non-Pashtuns in the driving seat.” Bhadrakumar, M.K. 
“The Afghan contradictions” The Hindu, 16 April 2002, 
http://www.hindu.com/2002/04/16/stories/2002041600381000.htm accessed 
on 11/08/2011. 
  
5 Barfield, Thomas, Afghanistan A Cultural and Political History, 
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The ethnic revelries started right from the beginning of 
the reconstruction process. According to the agreement an 
Interim Administration (IA) under the Chairmanship of Hamid 
Karzai was established. The Cabinet was made of 30 members, 
out of which seventeen positions were given to the NA. 
Furthermore, key portfolios: Defence (Mohammed Fahim, 
Tajik); Foreign Affairs (Abdullah Abdullah, Tajik); and Interior 
Affairs (Younis Qanooni, Tajik) were held by the non-
Pashtuns. The top priority of the government was to maintain 
peace and security and to create a space where all political 
actors could play their meaningful role for the development of 
democratic system under a central government of Kabul. It was 
the responsibility of the Interim Administration to call an 
emergency loya jirga by June 2002 which would constitute a 
new transitional government.6  

Karzai Government and Consolidation of Marginal 
The majority of Pashtuns remained suspicious about the 

ongoing political settlement. Karzai was selected as head of 
Interim Administration to give the Pashtuns a massage that the 
Kabul was still under the rule of Durranis. However, as Joe 
Ritchie notices that the Pashtun regarded Karzai as some 
body’s else puppet. They thought that he was installed by the 
Americans as long time ago Shah Shuja was by the British. 
Thus, Karzai was ‘viewed as something brought in from the 
outside, that’s not native, and it has huge effect on the ability of 
what’s been installed from the outside to feel legitimate and to 
be able to govern.’7 Karzai’s headship was noticed as symbolic 
as he did not have much influence among the Pashtun tribes. 
His ability to integrate different tribes together was limited. 
Therefore, he had to rely on the US and NA to run the 
government. Secondly, he was considered ‘figurehead to 

                                                                                                                              
(Princeton, N.J.: Princeton University Press, 2010) p. 283. 
6Post-Taliban Afghanistan: patterns of Power” Strategic Comments, 
International Institute of Strategic Studies (IISS), Volume 7, Issue, 10, 
2001) accessed on: http://www.iiss.org/publications/strategic-
comments/past-issues/volume-7-2001/volume-7---issue-10/post-taliban-
afghanistan/  
7 Edwards, The Afghanistan Solution, p. 311 
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Northern Alliance warlords who were enabled to further 
consolidate their control over the machinery of state.’8 

The loya jirga was held in June 2002 and about 1500 
delegates arrived from across the country but not sufficient 
efforts were made to integrate the annoyed and despondent 
factions of the community into the mainstream politics. The 
jirga was supposed to elect a provisional government for two 
years which would draft the constitution of the country and 
prepare grounds for elections. The southern Pashtun with many 
non-Pashtuns moved to nominate Zahir Shah as Head of 
Afghanistan. However, Zahir Shah, under the US pressure, 
supported Karzai. Barfield observed that ‘the obviously forced 
nature of the king’s withdrawal and its embarrassing televised 
presentation undermined Karzai legitimacy to many Afghans it 
appeared that it was the United States that was calling the 
shots.’9  

Karzai was selected as head of government and this 
time Pashtuns were given more representation in the 
transitional government 2002-2004. They held 13 ministries out 
of 30, but the most important portfolio, Ministry of Defence 
was given to the Muhammad Qasim Fahim (Tajik). Actually 
the Rome group of King Zahir, lost its political influence while 
Hamid Karzai had to include many warlords and ex-
Mujahideen into his cabinet under the US pressure and its 
powerful Tajik fellows. This strategy not only made Karzai’s 
role suspicious in the eyes of Pashtun but also many moderates 
criticized him for inclusion of Islamists and warlords in the 
cabinet which was supposed to draft the constitution of the 
country. Moreover, the warlords did not express their 
determination to support the central government.10  

                                                            
8 Edwards, The Afghanistan Solution, pp. 4, 311 
9 Barfield, Afghanistan, p. 297. 
10 Omer Zakhilwal, “The Right to Choose in Afghanistan”, (Institute of 
Afghan Studies, 1 January 2002), http://www.institute-for-afghan-
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Karzai Government: An attempt to Establish a entralised 
Government  

The provisional government drafted a new constitution 
and the constitutional loya jirga was held in December 2003. 
The constitution was focused to establish a centralized 
government under the authority of the president. The 
appointment of governors, the right to taxation, and the 
provision to the government services all remained under the 
central government jurisdiction. It is often argued that country 
like Afghanistan may govern better through a decentralized 
federal system. Historically, Afghanistan centralized political 
system remained futile to produce ethnic integration and 
national cohesion among the various factions since its 
foundation in 1880. Amir Abd al-Rahman’s model of 
centralized government in late nineteenth century, was 
successful because he established his authority by suppressing 
his rivals, and then restored the order with British financial 
assistance.11 But his state model did not work for the latter 
rulers who had some kind of structural or ideological reform 
agenda such as Amir Aman Allah, the PDPA and Taliban 
regimes. Aman Allah’s efforts for centralized government were 
failed, and he was overthrown; the PDPA survived only 
because of military and financial help of the Soviet Union, 
while the Taliban rule produced more ethnic revelries. The 
emergence of regional leaders, during last forty years on ethnic 
and ideological basis, created more grounds for regional 
autonomy, where the level of ethnic consciousness increased 
among all Afghan ethnics. In this context, a decentralized 
federal system seems more viable for the country. However, the 
UN Assistance Mission in Afghanistan (UNAMA) and the US 
perceived the regional autonomy as a problem of Afghan 
                                                                                                                              
studies.org/include/article.php?recordID=59 accessed on 11/10/2011. 
11 Wilber, Donald Newton, Afghanistan: its People, its Society, its Culture, 
(New Haven, 1962), p. 9.  
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politics. They pushed them to restore a centralized government 
to control the local political elites and to implement a uniform 
system. Similarly, those who favoured the centralized political 
system argued that decentralized Afghanistan would pave the 
way to its future dissolution.12  

Karzai’s victory in the presidential elections in October 
2004 strengthened his position internationally. However, the 
balloting victory, in countries like Afghanistan, is not more 
than an opportunity to the victor to have a space where he 
establishes his political legitimacy. The security, peace, law 
and order, economic development and social justice were the 
major challenges to Karzai government. The challenges were 
massive, while Karzai did not have a clear vision for state-
building. Barfield argues that ‘Karzai did not use the assets of 
the state to centralize power so much as he used them to create 
a patronage network of personal client bound to him.’13 Karzai 
did not take serious steps against the political elites who 
involved in corruption or crimes. He transferred them from one 
province to another but did not dismiss them. He tried to 
maintain statuesque without breaking the authority of powerful 
militias. This strategy discredited the Karzai’s government as it 
could not deliver the alleged socio-economical programs to win 
the hearts and minds of Afghans.   

The central government of Karzai could not assert its 
authority to the provinces because neither it had armed strength 
nor financial resources. In this context, the non-Pashtun region 
remained under the regional military leaders where the central 
government could not contribute except to recognise their 
authority in their respective regions of control. Whereas, the 

                                                            
12 MARYAM MASTOOR, US STRATEGY TOWARDS POST-TALIBAN 
AFGHANISTAN: ANALYSING THE EFFORTS FOR STATE BUILDING, 
Regional Studies, Vol. XXVIII, No.3 (Summer 2010) at 
http://www.irs.org.pk/spotlight/RS-summer2010.pdf, p. 13.  
 
13 Barfield, Afghanistan, p. 304. 
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US troops continued their efforts to defeat Al-Qaeda and 
Taliban by recruiting local militia allies to assist them in the 
Pashtun dominated south and east Afghanistan. Thus, the 
central government failed to show its credibility and authority. 
Similarly, the international economic aid for the reconstruction 
was mainly delivered directly by foreign donors. It is also 
claimed that a big amount of international aid was spent on the 
consultancy and administrative procedures. Consequently, 
Afghans could not get proper advantage from the international 
assistance, while the central government lost an important tool 
to assert its authority over the provinces and to win the 
confidence of the public.14    

Karzai did not have much influence in Afghanistan 
before becoming head of the state of interim government. His 
fragile position was aggravated in the eyes of Pashtuns when 
they observed his dependency on the NA and Americans. The 
Pashtuns observed that the Kabul government has been 
dominated by the Northern Alliance since the collapse of the 
Taliban. This perception enraged the Pashtuns against the 
central government. The Pashutns rivalries emerged with the 
local NA-affiliated government office holders and commanders 
in the armed forces.15 The US with its international allies 
toppled the Taliban regime in 2001, but they did not realise the 
intensity of the issue. There was only ‘light footprints’ of the 
US army in Afghanistan. In 2002-2003, there were only seven 
                                                            
14 Barfield noted: “Pledges to Afghanistan amounted to $10 billion in the 
first three years after 2001, and an additional $14 billion was pledged to 
cover the period from 2005-2011. While the total figure appeared 
impressive, many pledges never materialized, and the amounts delivered 
were low on a per capita basis…. The Agency Coordinating Body for 
Afghan Relief estimated that in 2008, of the $15 billion in reconstruction 
assistance given to Afghanistan since 2001, “a staggering 40 percent has 
returned to donor countries in corporate profits and consultant salaries.” 
Barfield, Afghanistan, p. 316.     
15 Ruttig, Thomas, How Tribal Are the Taleban? Afghanistan Analyst 
Network: 2010, (accessed on 12/10/2011 via:  http://aan-
afghanistan.com/uploads/20100624TR-HowTribalAretheTaleban-
FINAL.pdf), p. 15.  
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thousand US troops across the country in order to complete the 
‘Operation Enduring Freedom’. The UN-mandated 
International Security Assistance was composed of five 
thousand troops for the security of Kabul. The Bush 
Administration diverted actually its attention towards Iraq in 
2002. Thus, it did not concentrate on the reconstruction of 
Afghanistan as it was required. In this situation, Karzai was in a 
vulnerable position. He had to rely on the NA because he 
neither had much military support from the US nor 
international assistance for the restoration of peace and 
stability. The security situation remained fragile because of 
insufficient international troops across the country. Therefore, 
the change proved temporary, as with the course of time, the 
warlords emerged with more strength. Furthermore, the 
international actors did not develop agriculture system or 
communication and transport infrastructure. The 
unemployment level increased in the urban areas while due to 
the absence of the security and justice, the rural life became 
more difficult. The high hopes for a bright future diminished 
and the shadows of dark violence began to rise on the face of 
the country.   

There was relatively calm in Afghanistan before the 
beginning of 2006. The presidential election was smoothly held 
in October 2004. The central government of Karzai could not 
extend its authority to the provinces because of insufficient 
Afghan national army and police. The demobilised old militias 
started to regain their position by making alliances with the 
former war-lords and military commanders in Pashtun and non-
Pashtun regions. The US officials miscalculated the situation 
and they decided to reduce both financial and military 
assistance to Afghanistan. The financial assistance was $ 4.3 
billion in 2005 which was reduced to $3.1 billion in fiscal year 
2006.16 Similarly, the US Department of Defence announced 

                                                            
16 Neumann, Ronald, The Other War: Winning and Losing in Afghanistan, 
(Washington, D.C., Potomac Books, 2009), pp-39-50 
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the reduction in the US troops for the year 2006. In this context, 
the Taliban restructured their strategic policy and they 
intensified suicide bombings and armed attacks.17 In this 
changing situation, the US increased its troops but since then 
there was increase in the insurgency in eastern and southern 
Afghanistan. 

The locus of insurgency remained in the Pashtun 
dominated east and south of Afghanistan. Therefore, these 
regions lacked security and justice which ultimately resulted in 
the decline of living standard and social status, particularly in 
the Pashtun areas. Karzai could not restore sense of pride of the 
Pashtun because of his image as a puppet in the hand of non-
Pashtuns and international forces. On the other hand, the non-
Pashtun areas in north and west of Afghanistan remained more 
stable with better security. It was also observed that the socio-
economic development was rapid in non-Pashtun areas because 
of their close association with neighbouring Central Asian 
States and Iran those were against the Taliban’s dominance in 
the region. The non-Pashtun progressed during this period of 
time while the Pashtuns standard of life declined. There was 
insecurity and insurgency in the east and south while relatively 
peace and prosperity in the north and west. This situation was 
again a challenge for the legitimacy of Karzai who was backed 
by non-Pashtuns. Further, the central government failed to 
establish its legitimacy due to multiple factors. The foreign 
intervention, drug trafficking, corruption and lack of justice 
were the major challenges for the government. Many analysts 
considered that justice was fundamental to stability in 
Afghanistan, and it was key deriver of the disappointment 
among the Afghans. Sarah Ladbury's examined the sources of 
radicalization and she concluded two major elements for 
extremism and radicalization in Afghanistan: i- the failure of 
the state to provide security and justice. ii- the perception of the 
government as corrupt among the Afghans.18 Stephen Carter 
                                                            
17 There was increase in subside attacks from 27 to 139 and in armed attacks 
from 1558 to 4542 in 2006. Jones, Seth, The Rise of Afghanistan's 
Insurgency, International Security, 32 (4), pp. 7-40 at pp. 7-8. 
18 Ladbury, Sarah, and the Cooperation for Peace and Unity (Afghanistan), 
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and Kate Clark argue that the case studies of Helmand, 
Kandahar and Badghis illustrate the central role of justice 
issues, and the lack of justice is the most important driver of 
insurgency. The Taliban derived much support from the naraz 
(dissatisfied) or majbur (obliged or forced) and those who have 
been politically marginalized. Carter and Kate notes:  

The Taliban have exploited the justice deficit on the 
part of the current administration and its foreign backers 
to the full- a clear indicator of the strategic importance 
of the issue in their eyes. In doing so, they have played 
on the deep desire of Afghans for security and rule of 
law, as well as nostalgia in some quarters for the ‘harsh, 
but just’ period of Taliban rule- a nostalgia which exists 
despite that regime’s many abuses. As in 1994, justice 
feature heavily in the insurgents’ campaign, both in 
propaganda condemning the Karzai administration and 
the foreign occupation as corrupt and oppressive, and as 
the first (and virtually the only) service to populations 
under the control.19  

Afghans have a specific kind of xenophobia for the 
foreigner in their lands. The international forces did not learn 
any lesson from the historical experience of Anglo-Afghan and 
Soviet-Afghan wars. The little support which they had because 
of anti-Taliban sentiments in the Pashtun regions, gradually 
became weaker because they observed that the NATO-led 
International Stabilization and Assistance Force (ISAF) made 
alliances with corrupt strongmen and enhanced their influence 
                                                                                                                              
(CPAU), Testing Hypotheses on Radicalisation in Afghanistan: Way Do 
Men Join the Taliban and Hizb-i-Islami? (Kabul: Department for 
International Development, 2009), p. 7. via, 
http://d.yimg.com/kq/groups/23852819/1968355965/name/Drivers%20of%2
0Radicalisation%20in%20Afghanistan%20Sep%2009.pdf, accessed on 
October 8, 2011.  
19 Carter, Stephen and Kate, Clark, No Shortcut to Stability: Justice, 
Politics, and Insurgency in Afghanistan, (London: Chatham House, 2010), 
p. vii. 
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through lucrative contracts for security and logistics.20 On the 
other hand, the Taliban, as acknowledged by the former 
commander of ISAF General Stanley McChrystal, ‘consistently 
support weaker, disenfranchised, or threatened tribes or 
groups.’21 The Taliban, in order to attract the masses, modified 
their ideological standpoint. They presented themselves as a 
national resistance movement against the US and its allies to 
win the support of the Pashtun belt, where they had more ethnic 
and religious affinity with the locals. Moreover, they were 
instrumental to use the pashtunwali card in order to make 
different alliances in the region against the Karzai government 
and its international allies.  

The traditional authorities and well-educated class of 
Pashtuns either left the country or marginalised and became 
almost dysfunctional from last forty years. The traditional 
political authority structure was badly shattered during the 
PDPA and Rabbani’s regimes while their remnants were 
destroyed during the Taliban regime. The Taliban made 
substantial efforts to eliminate even their marginal influence in 
the society. During their regime, the war-lords and tribal chiefs 
were replaced by the village mullahs. Most of them particularly 
in the high offices were deobandi-trained ulama. Thus, the 
malik/khan was discredited and his socio-political role 
remained marginal.22 The tribal leaders attempted to reorganise 
themselves after the collapse of Taliban regime in order to fill 
the political vacuum. They were determined not to 
accommodate the Taliban in the region. However, they did not 

                                                            
20 Carter and Clark, No Shortcut to Stability, p. viii 
21 ISAF, COMISAF Initial Assessment (Unclassified) -- Searchable 
Document, International Security Assistance Force, September 21, 2009, 
accessed on 12/10/2011 via, http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-
dyn/content/article/2009/09/21/AR2009092100110.html 
22 Khalil Nouri, Elizabeth Gould, Paul Fitzgerald, Michael Hughes, 
Restoring Afghanistan’s  
Tribal Balance: An Indigenous Peace Process for Unifying a Shattered 
Nation, (New World Strategies Coalition (NWSC)), p. 12.  
http://michaelhughesassoc.com/Documents/Restoring%20Afghanistan's%20
Tribal%20Balance.pdf 
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have enough support from the central government.23 At the 
same time, the central government was also lacked its authority 
in peripheries. The central government and its international 
backer did not provide sufficient security and economic 
assistance through which they could win the support of 
common people. Actually, their inability made the Taliban to 
reorganise and present themselves as alternative to the 
dysfunctional government. 

On the other hand, Karzai government lost much of its 
credibility in the eyes of its international allies, particularly 
after the change in White House in 2009. The Obama 
Administration focused on Afghan issue. The ‘indispensible 
Karzai’ became unsuitable for state-building in the eyes of his 
international backer. The US hoped that unpopular Karzai 
would reach to his destiny in the coming presidential election 
2009. However, the Karzai, in spite of domestic and 
international opposition, made successful alliances with the 
former war-lords. He promised the ethnic minority leaders for 
high position in next government. He named Muhammad 
Qasim Fahim as one of his two vice-presidential running mates. 
Similarly, Mohaqiq, the leader of Hazara ethnic and former 
militia commander was promised to be given fiver ministries. 
Mohaqiq confessed in an interview that Karzai had promised 
his party, the Islamic National Unity Party, five seats in his 
cabinet in exchange for his support. Moreover, Abdul Rashid 
Dostum, former militia commander, was brought from his exile 
and reinstated as chief of staff of the army. He supported 
Karzai in his bit for re-election. Karzai tried to present himself 
as an independent candidate who was not under the external 
influence. When he was asked about his deals with the former 
war-lords, he said: it “was a decision that I made for the good 
                                                            
23 It is also claimed that the Karzai attempted to tear down the authority of 
existing traditional structure. Ruttig notes: “It seems that the Kabul 
government perceives tribal self-organisation as a threat rather than a 
stabilising factor and prefers a form of patronage that is not inclusive but 
serves only one side.” Ruttig, How Tribal Are the Taleban? p. 10.    
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of the country, for the unity of the country, for the strength of 
Afghanistan, in which it has a government that is Afghan and 
not influenced from outside.”24 The Afghan public hardly 
believed his independent position and continued to believe that 
Karzai was American’s favourite. On the other hand, the US 
reversed its previous policy of unconditioned support for 
Karzai. They tried to put him at some distance. The US 
Ambassador Eikenberry clearly told the US that President 
Karzai was not an ‘adequate strategic partner’ in Afghanistan 
and ‘continues to shun responsibility for any sovereign 
burden’1.25 Elienberry openly attended new conference of 
Ashraf Ghani and Dr. Abdullah, the leading challengers to 
Kazai. Ashraf Ghani criticized him for his record of 
mismanagement. He noted: “Karzai will not change. If he wins, 
there will be a downward spiral.”26  

Karzai could not win by majority in the first round. 
However, he became president when Abdullah quit the race in 
the second round. The US also had to recognize Karzai because 
any other adventure was also dangerous as the Taliban were 
stronger than ever since 2001. They had organized massive 
insurgency in the south and east of Afghanistan. In this context, 
Obama Administration re-evaluated the Afghan policy and 
dispatched another thirty thousand troops to Afghanistan in 
addition to the existing seventy thousand US troops.27 Serious 

                                                            
24 Dexter, Filkins, Afghan Leader Outmaneuvers Election Rivals, The New 
York Times, published: June 24, 2009, accessed on 12/10/22011, via: 
http://www.nytimes.com/2009/06/25/world/asia/25karzai.html, p. A1.  

25 The New York Times, Sunday, October 8, 2011, accessed on 12/10/2011 
via,  
http://topics.nytimes.com/top/reference/timestopics/people/e/karl_w_eikenb
erry/index.html?inline=nyt-per 
26 Dexter, Afghan Leader Outmaneuvers, The New York Times, p. A1. 

27 Obama, Barack, Obama’s Address on the War in Afghanistan, West 
Point, New York Times, (December 1, 2009), accessed on 12/10/2011 via, 
http://www.nytimes.com/2009/12/02/world/asia/02prexy.text.html?pagewan
ted=all 
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efforts were made to re-establish Afghan military and police. 
On diplomatic level, Richard Holbrook was given the task to 
deal with AF-PAK policy. The challenge for Obama 
Administration was peaceful exit from Afghanistan by 2014 
through the implementation of a strategy which would enable 
the central government of Afghanistan and its army to govern 
the country and replace the foreign security forces. The 
challenge was great as the central government was not popular 
among its people while the insurgency was rising across the 
south and east of the country and the efforts for the integration 
of so called insurgents were fragmented. Karzai, as a head of 
state, neither attempted to establish political parties through 
which the political process would take place systematically, nor 
he tried to restore the traditional authority patterns of 
Afghanistan political system. He rather created strong relation 
with political elites and former war-lord for the protection of 
mutual interest. Moreover, he intentionally marginalized the 
traditional authorities, ignoring the decisions of local jirgas and 
shuras.28  

The United States focused to establish a highly 
centralise government and centralised army. It did not attempt 
to establish equilibrium between the central government and 
peripheral traditional authorities. According to General William 
B. Caldwell, Commander NATO Training Mission-
Afghanistan, the Afghan security forces comprised of 285,000 
soldiers in 2011, out of which 159, 600 were in army and 
126,000 in police. He claimed that every month they would 
recruit 9000 soldiers in order to achieve the approved force 
strength of 305,000 for ANSF by December 2011. They might 
have been trained up to mark as Caldwell claimed but 
infiltration and lack of receptivity among the Afghans were the 
major impediments in the way to play a meaningful role by the 

                                                            
28 Khalil Nouri, Elizabeth Gould, Paul Fitzgerald, Michael Hughes, 
Restoring Afghanistan’s  
Tribal Balance, p. 12.  
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ANSF as the southern provinces were hostile towards them. 
Moreover, the personage of ethnicity was not properly reflected 
in the forces, particularly, as Caldwell confessed that they were 
unable to recruit many soldiers from the southern provinces.29 
There are many questions regarding the future of the ANSF. On 
the basis of historical experience, the inability of the Afghan 
government is evident to hold such a massive army without 
foreign financial assistance. The Karzai government was 
entirely dependent on resources from the US and other Western 
countries. 

Conclusion and Recommendations  

Historically, the central government of Kabul could not 
consolidate its power over the autonomous Afghan tribal 
society. Moreover, the independent tribes always resisted the 
socio-political reforms of central government as evident in 
Amir Aman Allah’s episode. Therefore, Afghan monarchy 
remained cautious regarding the reformism before 1950s. Zahir 
Shah and Daud attempted then to modernise Afghanistan but 
they mainly focused on the urban areas. Consequently, a 
schism emerged among social structure of urban and rural 
society. The PDPA tried to implement its socialist reforms 
radically ignoring the traditional percept of Afghan society, and 
it faced also furious resistance. However, the difference 
between the urban and rural social structure intensified during 
the socialist regimes. The Taliban by temperament resembled 
more with their predecessor socialists but their reforms were 
opposite to that of the socialists. Taliban endeavoured to 
impose their Islamic reforms which were reflection of their 
rural culture and understanding of Islam. In a wider context, the 
authority remained dispersive in the hand of central 
government, tribal chief and mullah in Afghanistan since its 
foundation in 1880. Each of these groups responded differently 
to the modernity and modernisation. The Karzai government 
                                                            
29 William B. Caldwell, NATO Training Mission- Afghanistan: Enabling 
Security Transition, Chatham House, 12 April, 2011, p. 4, accessed on 25, 
April, 
 2011, http://www.chathamhouse.org.uk/files/19116_120411caldwell.pdf  
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neither seriously initiated its agenda of democratisation of 
Afghanistan nor designed a viable structure through which 
political process could take place systematically.  

The desire to establish a strong central government is a 
common aspect of all governments of Kabul. Despite the fact, 
the weak central government always remained among the 
strong autonomous tribes. The geography of the country also 
plays a significant role for this state of affair; as the country has 
a rugged terrain consisted upon tedious and rocky mountains of 
Hindu Kush. The geographical landscape helps its inhabitant to 
survive without relying on the assistance of any outsider, and 
they have to maintain their strength and defend their land, 
honour and autonomy. Therefore, they always have a weak 
relation with the central government whereas the central 
government have had a limited authority to assert. The 
geographical conditions, more or less, are still the same 
because the process of industrialisation could not be carried out 
in the region and infrastructure for communication and 
transportation is poor. Moreover, during last forty year, many 
of its parts run by the regional leaders or party autonomously. 
In this context, a decentralised government of Kabul seems 
more effective in the changing pattern of authority, where 
provinces must have maximum autonomy. A semi-confederacy 
system is viable to eliminate ethnic revelries, and to integrate 
the dissidents groups within a federation by conferring 
maximum autonomy, and more importantly to reduce the 
dependence of the central government from foreign financial 
assistance. Afghanistan, as mentioned above, remained 
dependent on the external financial assistance and had to face 
strong resistance from the autonomous tribes in both tax-
collection and military conscription. The Karzai government 
was like the PDPA government which relied on the external 
powers for both financial and military support. Though the 
traditional tribal authority had lost much of its influence on the 
tribal society, but the religious authority such as the Taliban 
and other Pashtun jihadists replaced them and they played an 
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active role against the authority of the central government of 
Karzai. Thus, Karzai could not establish strong centralised 
government of Kabul. It is necessary, for the long term peace 
and stability in the region, to integrate the eccentric and 
displeased factions in to the national political process through 
uninterrupted and interruptible dialogues by conferring 
provincial and regional autonomy. Secondly, the reconstruction 
of the country should be accelerated through industrialisation 
and education of the tribal areas with compatible social reforms 
and their implementation with justice and integrity. Thirdly, a 
political culture compatible with the Afghan tradition should be 
developed where all Afghans of various ethnics respect and 
tolerate the others. The ethnic conflict can be disastrous not 
only for the unity of Afghanistan but also it has wider geo-
political implication in the region.  

 


